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TOPICS

RICHMOND, KY., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1946
BYTODD

The United Nations Organization has finally met to decide the
fate of the world, and we were glad
to hear that President Truman
pledged the full support of this
country.
We must confess, however, that
we ttre somewhat confused over the
reports of the parade of delegates:
one radio commentator was disturbed over the calmness of New
York when the officials streamed
through, while another reporter
complained of the noisiness of the
procession ... he wondered why
everything official had to be so
obstreperous, and was bemoaning
the fact that the noise made babies
cry.
But even though we are certain
that the delegates will solve the
world's problems calmly and justly, we hope that Molotov doesn't
drop his hat.

NUMBER 3

CLASS OFFICERS ARE ELECTED
Guardsmen Quartette W.R.H.O.
To Appear at Eastern Initiated

Coleman, White, Ott and
Kennamer Are Presidents

One" of the main attractions for Down among the Dead Men .
The" initiation of the new 1946Thfl&regular assembly period for
assembly programs for the coming Jacobite song composed about 1700 47 Burnam Hall House Council was
Wednesday, October 23, was turnyear will take place at the regular 2. The Star
an
impressive
event
in
Burnam
James Rogers
assembly period Wednesday, Nov.
ed over to the classes for. the purA Roundup Lullaby G. Ross nnn Haft on Thursday night, October
13 at 10 a. m. At this time, the
poses of electing their various ofA Roundup Lullaby Gertrude 24. The women students of the
student body is to be entertained
Ross hall attended the service and
ficers.
by the famous Guardsmen Quarwitnessed the administering of the
(From Paramounts "Rhythm
Each class was to elect four oft
tette from Hollywood. This faoath to the various officers.
on the Range")
ficers:
president, vice president,
mous quartette has been widely
Glenna
Frisby.
the
1945-46
secreGwine to Hebb'n.Jacques Wolfe
engaged in motion pictures, radio 3. Toccata and Fugue in D Minor tary of the house council, gave the
vice
president,
secretary, and
Added zest and pep were presand concert. It has been their
John Sebastian Bach oath of presidency to the newly ent at Hanger Stadium last Sat- treasurer. In adidtion, each class
privilege, in addition to their inelected president, Mildred Payne.
Concert—Etdue opus 36
numerable appearances, to have
Miss Payne then administered urday afternoon, October 26, as was to have representatives on
Edward Mac Dowell
appeared with very famous artists
the oath of vice president to Viola the mighty Maroons passed their various committees such as the
John Winslow—Pianist
and conductors of the present day. 4. "The Lady Killers Quartette" Campbell; to Carolyn Sanders for way to a 12-7 victory over Val- Library, Student Union, Social and
the office of secretary, and to Mary paraiso University of Indiana.
Their voices have been recorded
Fine Arts.
those
For the first time this season,
Wood Lee for the office of treasurCONCERNING CRIME—
in over a thousand motion pictures.
Singing Gentlemen of the
The Senior Class, sponsored by
er. Miss Payne then gave the oath an alive and wide awake student
We picked up a newspaper the They have been engaged for long
Gay Nineties
Mrs.
Mary E. Barnhill, voted on
cheering
section
cheered
the
footof
office
to
Margaret
Anderson,
other day and were startled to read series of radio broadcasts on such
in a deft and
that there is an estimated six-mil- programs as Maxwell House "Show Melodious Melange of Old Time social chairman, and to the eight ball team on to the first home the following people to represent
floor representatives—Mary Fran- victory of the season. Cowbells them the coming year: President:
lion criminals in the United -States. Boat" and "Good News," Chase and
Favorites
dre Combs, Isabelle Green, Mi- and a few ardent boosters were
This is an appalling figure for it Sanborn Hour with Charlie McCardrew Combs, Isabelle Green, Mi- responsible for the great change L. G. Kennamer, Richmond; Vice
represents 4.3% of the total popu- thy, Lux Radio Theater, Cavalcade
nerva Murphy, Anita Morgan, and in spirit at the game on Satur- President: Helen Worthington,
lation.
of America, American Rhapsody,
day.
Nancy Ransdall.
Maysville; Secretary: Mary Wood
It is not at all comforting to Shell Chateau, Rinso-Lifebuoy,
The program consisted of piano
This change resulted from the Lee, Millersburg; and Treasurer:
realize that four out of every 100 with Al Jolson, Vlck's Open House
solos by Peggy McGuire and Anne grouping together of a few young
people, in a cross section of the with Grace Moore and Nelson EdRiley Cochran. The soloist, Betty men and women who were deter- Victor DeSimone, McRoberts.
nation, make their living off of dy, Gillette Hour, and on many
The committees and the memPerraut, sang the well known se- mined to do something to improve
the rest of the hundred. It is even special event broadcasts such as
Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Dean of lection, "The Lord's Prayer," and the school spirit.
bers elected to them were as fol:
less comforting when we consider motion picture premieres like Walt
that there are not nearly as many Disney's "Snow White," in which Women, attended the meeting of "Ave Maria."
It was decided that a certain lows: Fine Arts: Gene Elder. RichA candlelight service in which section at the stadium would be mond; Library: Mildred Langan,
law-enforcementr officers as there these four men played the part of the Kentucky Association of Deans
of Women, October 18 and 19, at all present participated, closed the marked off for the students alone Irvine; and Bill Kinsella, Newport.
are criminals.
four of the dwarfs.
Murray State Teachers College at initiation service.
Social: George Hicks, Dreyfus,
There 4s a reason for everything,
and that the Maroons would realty
This quartette was scheduled to
be able to hear some cheering. and Emilie Eaton, Corbin.
therefore there is a reason for have been at Eastern last March, Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Case was appointed ProPrinted programs with yells and
crime. Crime is a very insidious but due to the fact that at that
The Senior Class also nominated
pep songs were handed to each five persons for editor of The
disease that can only be controlled time they were making a picture, gram Chairman and presided in the
student.
by education and force. It is up they had to cancel the date and appointed office at this time.
Milestone, one of which will be seto the people and the government agreed to come this year. Please
A panel discussion was led by
If the new school spirit which lected later for the position. The
to see that the right kind of edu- don't forget this event. It will be Mrs. Sarah B. Holmes, -Dean of
was manifested at the game Sat- five nominees for the editorship
cation is instituted . . . Force has well worth your attending.
Women at the University of Kenurday is carried over into the of The Milestone were as follows:
and shall continue to fail. The
tucky.
The many participants
other activities of the school, then Jack Talbott, Dayton, Ohio; WilThe
complete
programs
is
as
world education is not used in the
discussed the following topics:
the spirit which is supposed to liam Brnshear, Irvine; Samuel
ordinary sense: criminals are not follows:
1. Campus standards
permeate throughout the entire Fife, Richmond; Mildred Langan,
That
spherical
object
called
a
Henry Ibllngs, first tenor
necessarily ignorant. The type of
2. Housing problems on the ping pong ball has really been tak- campus at Eastern will be back Irvine, and Jean Crutcher, Laweducation must be psychological . Irl Hunsak^r, second tenor
campus
renceburg.
ing a beating in the S. U. rec room to stay.
Thomas Clarke, baritone
education.
3. Newer techniques in council- the past few weeks. Every night
The Junior Class, under the
Dudley Kuzell, bass
Crime is born in the environing.
sponsorship of Dr. Fred A. Engle,
during that memorable week
ment and is helped along by neg- John Winslow, pianist-accompanist
Dr. Ralph H. Wood, the president in October (except Tuesday, the
has selected the following officers
Program
ligent parents and artificial pleasof Murray, was the speaker at the annual blackout night, we hope)
to lead them this year: President:
I.
Prologue—Ode
to
Music
ure gained by law-breaking. It aldinner meeting on Friday. Mrs. the battle of miniature tennis has
Conrad Ott, Louisville; Vice PresOld English Choral Wood was hostess at a tea for the
so provides a form of recreation
ident: John Collins, Manchester,
been in progress in the form of
Hail, Noble Music
for the younger criminals who conguests in her home on Friday af- a tournament. Much interest has
Ohio; Secretary: Carolyn Sanders,
The Art most beloved of Mortals, ternoon.
stitute the majority of the six^
Mrs. Katherine Johnson, concert Carrollton; and Treasurer: Charles'
been shown by both players and
When thou dost Waken,
million.
Saturday's
program
was
featurpianist,
of Aberdeen, South Dako- Bernard, Hazard.
Spectators,
and
a
bigger
and
betSpeech tefoh 'i.3D Dek oinu ed by addresses given by Lt. ComSo to prevent crime, we must
Committee selections ^vere as
ta,
is
to
present a,recital in Hiram
ter
tournament
and
possibly
a
pool
Speech of the soul,
start now to train young people
follows: Fine Arts, John Ertel,
mander
Samuel
V.
Thompson.
Brock
Auditorium,
Wednesday
tournament
are
being
planned
for
Language that Angels extol,
to have healthy minds as well as
Mr«. Weihins. Dean of Women Uiu. XuLure. .. . _.^.,.. _
evening. November 13, at 8:00 o'- Covington; Library: Bernardine
High over all,
bodies, and we must provide them
Talbott, FYanKfort, and Joe Todd,
of Murray, entertained the guests
About 45 players entered the clock. Every student is cordially Richmond; Social: Anita Morgan,
We up raise Thee.
with recreation centers. In towns
Traditional in her home on Saturday afternoon. tourney, 36 in the men's division invifed to attend.
that can't afford to build a recre- Concordia Laetitie
Monticello, and Bill Collins, BlackMrs. Johnson was at Eastern ey;
and nine in the girl's division. The
ation center, the high school gym- (Latin hymn of the 14th century)
Student Union: Guy Fortney,
results of the girls' playoffs show last year, and played several se- Harlan.
nasiums could be used.
Free
lections
for
us
in
assembly.
She
Jean
Crutcher,
Ruby
Owen,
and
movies on crime should be given.
The Sophomore Class, sponsored
Virginia Strohmeir, a left-handed is a very talented pianist, and ev- by Mr. R. R. Richards, chose their
The movies should point out that
eryone
enjoyed
hearing
her
last
backhand
artist,
winning.
crime is not a moral issue, it is one
officers as follows: President: AlIn the men's division, Gerald year. Mrs. Johnson's husband is lan White, Dayton; Vice President:
of the manifestations of a diseased
professor
of
music
at
Aberdeen
Becker's brilliant defense brought
mind.
Ruth Miller, Monticello; Secretary:
The W. A. A. had its first formal him to the finals, while Russell State Teachers College.
The cure for crime should be alAnne Riley Cochran, Harlan, and
meeting on Wednesday, October Scalf's usual steady game and
This program is sponsored by Treasurer: Goebel Ritter, Richtered. Our prisons and jails are
16. The officers elected for the Wendy Tackett's forehand smash the Fine Arts Committee of the mond.
recognized failures—even those
year of 1946-47 are: Elizabeth carried them through to the semi- college, under the direction of Dr.
that have modern facilities. When
For committees, the following
"Betsy" Tandy, president; Vir- finals. Other notable players los- Frederick P. Giles, professor of persons were chosen: Social: Mary
a man goes to prison, he is turned
Miss Mary Floyd, college lib- ginia
Strohmeier,
vice
president;
ing
close
decisions
were
Ray
TackArt.
This
committee
plans
to
give
into an outcast for few people will rarian, attended the Southeastern
Elizabeth Moore, Richmond; Stuassociate with him when he is re- Library Association twelfth bien- Pauline Phillips, secretary; and ett, Tom Agnew. Gordon Stephens, about two programs of this type dent Union: Pauline Caudill, Neon;
Kathryn
Siphers,
treasurer.
and
Gerald
May.
each quarter, if it is possible.
leased. He has great difficulty nial conference at Asheville, N. C,
Fine Arts: Nina Sue Herndon,
After an extensive practice peprocuring a job because employers October 23 through October 26.
Richmond; Social: Philip Corey,
riod the first inter-squad game was
(some of whom believe that prison
Rahway, New Jersey.
The meeting opened Wednesday, played Thursday, October 24. The
is a "cure") know, subconsciously,
The Freshman Class, which is by
Oct.
23,
with
registration
at
10
players of the winning team were
that he is not cured.
far
the largest, is sponsored by
The word "prison" should be a. m. 'in the Asheville city audi- Betsy Tandy, Gladys Noland, CurMiss Edith O. Ford and Dr. Emertis Smith, Pauline Phillips, Melva
made obsolete. When a man com- torium.
son D. Jenkins.
Miss Floyd stated that she at- Heucke, and Garnett Isaacs, rackmits a crime he should be sent to
Officers elected for this class
tended
each
morning
the
session,
ing
up
a
score
of
46,
while
the
opa mental hospital and not released
were as follows: President: Bobby
Books
for
Children
and
Young
posing
team,
composed
of
Virginia
until he is cured. This might inColeman, Corbin; Vice President:
volve unusual sentences ... in People, which was directed by Strohmeier, Dot Jansen, Lena WilJohn Joseph Finnegan, Trenton,
Miss
Nora
Beust,
of
the
Office
of
liams,
Jerry
Mullins.
Irene
Johnsome cases, it would take longer
New Jersey; Secretary, Sue Bailey,
At the regular faculty dinner,
to cure a petty thief than a mur- Education, Washington, D. C. son, and Wanda Schwerin ended
Ashland; and Treasurer: James V.
ied
throughout
the
year
by
the
Other
important
meetings
which
with a score of 31 points. The sub- held in the Blue Room of the Studerer.
.
Marcum, Louisa.
institutional
committees
and
by
she
attended
were
the
County
and
stitutes for both teams were Ruby dent Union Building, Wednesday,
Upon his release, the patient
The following committees were
Joint
committees
from
the
various
should be taken into a civic club Public Sections, the College and Owen, Bonnie Rurdett, Doris Bel- October 23, a report was given to Institutions.
appointed:
Social: John Deering,
and be shown that the world is University Section, with Brainard cher, Rebecca Copher, Mildred Lan- the faculty of the cooperative study
Covington, and Elolse Roberts,
which was started in 1943. Those
confident that he is a healthy and Cheney presiding, and the meet- gan, and Jo Jo Glover.
Zanesville, Ohio; Student Union:
ing of the Reference Section, at
To start the year off with a participating in the discussion
potentially useful citizen.
John Mayhall, Covington, and
which
time
Mrs.
Cheney
spoke
on
were
Professor
C.
T?
Hughes,
Dr.
"bang,"
21
members
of
the
W.
A.
On the other hand, it is necesMary Alice Schisler, Portsmouth,
the
subject.
"Present
State
of
RefA.
went
to
Boonesboro
Beach
for
N.
B.
Cuff,
and
Dr.
W.
J.
Moore.
sary to teach the world that a
Ohio; Fine Arts: Bill Combs,
erence
Work
in
the
South."
a cookout on Friday night, Octr
man with a mental disorder can be
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Early in 1943, the four state
Among the important speakers 25.
cured, even as a communicable
teachers colleges and the college of
at
the
conference
were
Hudson
Plans are being made for a field education of the University of Kendisease can be cured. It should
be taught that there is no danger Strode, a noted author of books day and clinic to be held here in tucky, the University of Louisville,
on
Cuba,
Bermuda
and
Mexico,
the near future in which a number and Berea, launched a cooperative
of re-infection or contagion.
who at the general session Wed- of colleges will participate.
experiment. The main purpose
nesday evening spoke on the subPRICES
The Student Union Music Comwas to ascertain to what extent
Chester Bowles, former OPA ad- ject "A Traveler's Impressions of
the schools of the community mittee will present Mrs. Blanche
Seevers in a voice recital on
ministrator, gave this advice to the Scandanavian Countries," and
could contribute to the raising of Sams
The College Social Committee
November 3, in Walnut
housewives: "Don't buy." He made Mrs. Christine N. Govan, author,
the quality of living among the Sunday,
sponsored a Halloween party
Hall at 4 p. m.
reference to the prices of meat who spoke at the dinner meeting
citizens*
of
the
community.
Thursday evening, October 31 from
The program is:
that came after the release of con- Friday evening on the subject,
Each of the institutions selected
7 to 10 p. m. in the recreation room
trols on meat. He said that the "My Life in an Ivory Tower." At
a county for intensive study. Eastof the Student Union Building.
meat industry was holding a gun the closing session Friday evening
ern's was Bell county. Later, Lin- Lasciatcme Marire
The party consisted of a House
Monteverde
aimed at the housewives and de- Miss Mary U. Rothrock spoke on
coln county -was added.
of Horrors, dancing, fortune tell(Let Death Now Come to
manding that the housewives pay Libraries and the South Today.
During the early fall of 1943, a
ing, folk dancing, and various other
Claim Me)
The officers of the conference
through the nose for the steaks
The Kyma Club, which meets worit conference was held on the
we have been groaning about. He were Ola M. Wyeth, Savannah every Friday evening from 6:30 campus of the Eastern Kentucky No, No. Non Si Speri... Carissimi types of amusement.
Student representatives for the
(No, No, Hope Has Perished)
also advised people, who are plan- Public Library, Savannah, Ga., until 7:00 in the Little Theatre, State Teachers' College, when repCollege Social Committee are: sening to build, not to do so until president; F. K. W. Drury, Nash- held a special meeting Thursday, resentatives from the various in- Love's a Dear Deceitful
Jewel
Handel niors, George Hicks and Emilie
building prices come down. Sug- ville Public Library, Nashville, October 23, at 7:30 p. m. to discuss stitutions and the seven counties
Eaton; juniors, Anita Morgan and
gestions were made for the organ- Ten*., vice president, and Alfred plans for the coming year'and to met. The central theme at the
Bill Collins; sophomores, Mary
ization of consumers against high Rawllnson, Centre College Lib- select their officers.
conference was "The Improvement Three Songs from "The Beautiful Elizabeth Moore and Philip Corey;
prices.
.
rary, Danville, Ky., secretaryAs usual, the Kyma Club, under of the Quality of Living."
Miller Maid"
Schubert and freshmen, Elolse Roberts and
Laundry prices will soar about treasurer.
the sponsorship of Miss Allie FowSimilar work conferences were
John Deering.
The Question
15% when the controls are lifted
ler, is sponsoring all the pep rallies held on the campus of the UniversMorning Greeting
Mrs. Case appointed the followin a few months, according to R.
before each game, and, in order to ity of Kentucky in the fall of 1944,
Impatience
ing committees for the Halloween
B. Nichols, president of the Ken"pep up" Eastern, plans were dis- '45, and '46. The conference of
party:
tucky State Laundry 'and Dry
cussed for parties, dances, and par- 1944 was devoted to a considerIII
Dancing, Mary Elizabeth Moore
Cleaners Association.
He said
ades. Committees were appointed ation of the characteristics of a \pres Un Reve
Faure and Bill Collins; .decorations, Bill
that when the controls are lifted
for the decoration of goal posts, good community school. The 1945
(After a Dream)
Collins and M. J. Cox; fortune tellthere will be keener competition
Wilkie Gooch, a member of the gathering of bonfire material, and work conference considered the
Exquise
Hahn ing, Emilie Eaton, Miss Fowler,
and higher quality work. We won- junior class, has been given honor- trie selling of cokes and programs. characteristics of the teacher for -'Heure
(The Hour of Dreaming)
and Elolse Roberts; House of Horder if they will change the prices ary membership to the Kentucky
Busses will be chartered for the a community school. The problem
rors, George Hicks, T. C. Herndon.
on double creases.
Junior Academy of Science, as Morehead game on November 2, for the 1946 conference was the
Anita Morgan, John Deering, and
Another interesting development recognition of her continued inter- and if enough students are inter- curricula designed to prepare 'Jlerseelen
Strauss Philip Corey; favors, Elizabeth
is the return of the full sized loaf est in the work of this organiza- ested, busses will be chartered for teachers for community school
(All Soul's Day)
Sorbet* Mr. V. E. Burns, Cora Lee,
of bread. It is not known how tion.
all games.
teaching. During the conference lit Deinen Blauen Augen..Strauss and Mr. Cox; refreshments, Mary
much it will affect prices. The
Miss Gooch has served as presIt was announced that Kyma the committees made reports sug(With Eyes So Blue and Tender) Burrier, Gladys Tyng, Miss Sorreason for the reurn of the full ident of the Kirksville high school "E's" would be awarded this year gesting changes in the present
bet, Miss Lee, Mr. Keith, Mr. Cox,
sized loaf is that grain is more Science Club, as secretary to the to those who earned them.
curriculum.
and Mr. Hummel; publicity, Mr.
plentiful now than formerly. The' Kentucky Junior Academy of SciOfficers for the year are: Edna
Dr. Moore stated, at the dinner I. Memory
Rudolph Ganz Cuff, Bill Collins, and Miss Fowler.
requirement that bakers enrich ence, and has held the honorary Mae Truesdale .president; Nancy Wednesday, that the Advisory lea Shell
Carl Engel
No admission was charged and
white bread and rolls was removed, junior membership to the Amer- May, secretary; Glenna Frisby, Council, which met recently at lito a Ship Dreaming..!
Crist all members of the student body,
but authorities think that most ican Association for the Advance- treasurer; Maria Stergeos, report- Mammoth Cave, recommended that this Day is Mine Harriet Ware faculty, and administrative staff
bakers will continue to do ao.
ment of Science.
er.
these committees reports be studBrown B. Talford, tccwnpajUit ware invited to attend this party.

Easternites
Begin to Get
The "Spirit"

Mrs. Case Attends
Deans' Meeting

Strohmeir-Becker
Win Ping-Pong
Tournament

Concert Pianist
to be at Eastern

Miss Floyd
Attends Library
Conference

W. A. A. Elects
New Officers

Report Made On
Cooperative Study

Mrs. Seevers
To Present
Voice Recital

Busses To Be
Chartered For
Morehead Game

n

Gooch Is Awarded
Honorary Membership

rv

Hallowe'en Party
Last Thursday
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AS WE SEE IT
If a stranger were to drop in at one of
our home football games in Hanger Stadium,
his first impression would probably be that
he was either in a home for the lame and
infirm or in an institution for the deaf and
dumb. Furthermore, I'm not talking about
the playing manifested by the Maroons, but
I'm talking about this low-spirited, droopy
student body. Where in the world is the
school spirit??? Surely, there is a smoldering spark somewhere on the campus.
If because of some queer circumstance a
Maroon rooter gets a little excited, stands
up, and yells for the team, the looks given
him by the other spectators completely
smothers that pitiful little spark of spirit.
The cheerleaders stand on the sidelines
and knock themselves out trying to lead
yells and the only response is a low rumble
that strongly resembles a dying man's struggle for the last breath. During our pep

MAROONED

songs it would be very fitting for each of
us to wear black and take off our hats because the songs sound like the most mournful of funeral dirges.
Most of the students have been using the
home football schedule to plan their weekends. "Let's see, I'll go home this weekend since we're having a game."
Football is not the only school activity
where lack of spirit is glaring. In annual
functions where you have always had to go
early to get a seat, you are probably the
first one there now if you are half an hour
late.
The only reason I cap think of for this
deplorable lack of school spirit is that each
person is thinking too hard about what the
school can give him instead of what he can
give the school. True, one without the other
is no good, but there must be a certain
amount of each of these attitudes. If Eastern is no better by your having been here,
then what you received from Eastern will

EASTERN 5CMPBO0K

with LESLIE NORMAN

Saturday, November 2,1946

Well, here we go again! To begin this week's little Hour of
Horror, we'll begin by printing a little ditty which, If you concentrate j
on hard enough, might give you an idea for a sure-fire excuse for
cutting class. Thus . . .
Willie
A little boy went forth to school
One day without his chum.
,
The teacher said, "Why you're alone!
"Why doesn't Willie come?"
"O Willie," sobbed the little boy,
"There ain't no Willie now."
"What do you meant" the teacher asked,
With puzzled, knitted brow.
'
"Please, sir," the little boy repUed,
"We made a bet for fun,
"Which one could lean the farthest out
"Our attic. Willie won."

do you little good.
When you attend school activities you
aren't doing the school officials a favor, but
you are helping yourself. These extra-curricular functions mean a lot of work and
expense and if they did not add to your
development socially and mentally then they
would be eliminated from college life.
School spirit cannot be specifically defined
but it is a mixture of a lot of small, relatively
unimportant things—consideration for fellow students, a Jove and respect of tradition,
cooperation with school officials, respect for
the established code of conduct, full support
of all school organizations, a good citizen
of the campus in helping to keep it clean,
the ability to see the school's faults and to
crticize constructively, and a love for the
school that will follow as a result of the
other factors.Are you one of those lifeless, unspirited
characters and if you are—what are YOU
going to do to add to Eastern's glory???

ODDS AND ENDS

By JOHN MAYHALL

p„,J£» *" femember the Eastern Vet's big production of "PeD
Parade," co-staring Malcolm Meers and BiU Kearney who are both
St™,'^^ lR H0"*™**1 a»er such wonderful perfornTan^
rue> chorus girls have been contracted by George White for his nrn
ESFmL&ZSL
"ftSSft In S,obovia-" atamnTone other ^'
Snrl. ^T Wh? '?vUed to !•• this famou» Production of Eastern^
CUU a
1086 wh0 8Dllt their
ft\X,7^L
* how
*** H
andhope.
had hysterics
W the aisle ways
it was and they'll tell **<*
you, we
SORORITY SNICKERS
Betty T.: "How do you like the college pudding?"
been «Slied.^

S:

" 'Tm

afnUd there 8 3 e

'

«*

m ll

«"*

ahould

have

''WhaU?UT.Slrl fi?!£? Then ^ Mei on her new bathing suit?"
Oh boy—I'U say! You should have seen her beam."
«ni„D^t,S' ""l? "ta^es a man with lots of grit to think he's the
only pebble on the Florida beach.

SAT IT SIMPLY
In promulgating your esoteric cogitations, or articulating your
superficial sentimentalities and amicable, phlllsphical or psychological observations, beware of platitudinous ponderosity. Let your conversational communications possess a clarified conciseness, a compact comprehensibleness, coalescent consistency, and a concatenated
cogency. Eschew all conglomerations of flatulent garrulity, jejune
babblement and asenine affections. Sedulously avoid all polysyllabic
profundity, pompous prolixity, psittaceous vacuity, ventriloquial verbasity and vanlloquent vapidity. Shun double-entendres, prurient jocosity and pestiferous profanity, obscurant or apparent, and above all,
don't use big words.

Deacon Rastus Jones was snoozing In the rear pew of the church
EJE* mmiste,r was ending the sermon with the words, "Now, my
brethren, we shall close wld a short prayer; Deacon Jones will lead"
my lead XjffWt??0"

aW kC Wlt

°

" * *tart

and

altered, "Tan't

«,♦ i??K8lPto °f» t°day "SIer let thelr **>* friends drive them too far
out in the country . . . They find they get less petting in the long

i

The Day Yon Turned Yonr Petty Head (And Sweetly said, "Hello")

AGNES I LOVE THEE
I stood upon the ocean's briny shore
And with a fragile reed, I wrote
Upon the sand, "Agnes, I love thee."
The mad waves rolled by, and blotted out
The fair impression.
Frail reed! Cruel wave! Treacherous'sand!
I'U trust ye no more,
But with giant hand I'll pluck
From Norway's frozen shore
Her tallest pine, and dip its top
Into the crater of Vesuvius,
And, upon the high and burnished heavens
I'U write, "Agnes, I love thee!"
And I would like to see any
Dog-goned wave wash that out!

r

M^J2E!*j£2f£ ^° y°uJwHen'er we chanced to meet
But Just a little fearful that you'd think me indiscreet
Yet eVry time I looked at you I felt so, oh, impressed;
To me you we a vision that was truly heaven blessed.
jSLieeK che*k8*ere glowing in the tingling autumn air,
And the sun was lightly dancing In your golden hair.
Your voice was smooth as velvet, your bnow was uk« tho .now
•me aay you turned your pretty head and sweetly said "Hello"
You spoke to me so graciously like songbirds In the spring,
I honestly believe, my dear, I heard an angel sing
And then I whispered something, my darling, soft and low
rhe day you turned your pretty head and sweetly said, "Hello"
And as I gazed into your eyes of tantalizing blue
look
T LSP? ?■?•
ed quite startled as I smiled and answered vou
I tried to act so confident, my better self to show.
But the thing that most impressed me was your musical "Hello"
It rose so sweet and tenderly, Its music touched my heartTwas such a soothing melody I loved you from the start.
Just how you thrilled me, darling, someday TU let you know—
The day you turned your pretty head and sweetly said, "Hello."

HAM ITS KALEIDOSCOPE
- Freshman still cringing when an upperclassman passes . . . Easternites heads still jerking back and forth from watching the ping
pong tournament . . . The debut of "grrrrrrrrr," the long, low growl
which has replaced "hubba-hubba" . . . The newest fall chapeau, the
freshman cap .... Student rowing to class in the rain .... The
Thou mystic morn upon whose shoulder sleepy summer
Intense concentration of bridge addicts; perennial Eastern InstituLays its head In quest of three season's rest,
tion . . . The haggard, woe-begone look of utter despair on the face
Unfixed and indefinable though you be,
of a student coming from a test . . . The surprising number of
Thou art perennially
students majoring in Grillology . . . The casualties from girl's basketThe autumn's herald.
The Home Ecnomlcs Club had
ball parading the campus with their scars . . . The Student Union oh
a
supper
meeting
in
the
Blue
Sunday afternoon . . . The inteUlgencia of Eastern engrossed In the
LOST LOVE
Room on Tuesday, October 29.
Courier each morning; comic page of course . . . The look of expecA flower bloomed a year ago;
4
Because the old secretary and
tations on the faces of those who enter the cafteria with memories
*if
It's fragrance lingers yet,
treasurer did not return to school
of steak still lingering . . . For anyone who wants to know about
And though I try, full well I know
The Canterbury Club, sponsored this term, It was necessary to
the freshman elections, ask Bud Brown, he'll tell you.
I never shall forget.
by Dr. Roy B. Clark, head of the elect new ones. Gladys Rice was
English department, is a club of chosen as secretary and Lois JusTHE OPPORTUNITY
He went into post office to get his mall. By the door a small significance and long-standing 0*1 tice as treasurer. It was decided
campus. Its member- to hold regular meetings on the
boy stood crying bitterly. Naturally he asked the caused of such Eastern's
ship is open to junior and senior first and third Tuesdays of every
tears. The little boy lifted a tear-stained face to his.
"I had two quarters, and a fella came along and took one away." students who are majoring or mi- month. Jewell Howard, president,
noring In English and have a gave a brief discussion of the alms
"What! Right here in the post office?" he asked the- child.
By GEORGE S.BENSON
grade standing of B.
of the club and duties of members.
"Yes sir."
Resident of Harding College
The Canterbury Club held its
"WeU, didn't you caU someone?"
AU Home Economic major are
first meeting, October 9, at 5 eligible for membership but before
Seaicy. Arkansas
"I did. I hollered, 'Help, Help." (in a weak voice).
p. m. in the Student Union BuiIo> a new member is initiated as a
"Is that all the loud you can yeU?" he asked.
ing, for the purpose of electing full fledged member, she must
Yes air."
officers, accepting new members, earn three "stars." A star Is given
So he took the quarter.
and* to discuss the work which for each time a dinner is served LBAVING New York at eleven every world-neighbor would benethe club hopes to do this year. or help is given in any other proj- o'clock A.M., I flew to London in fit. This is like a good deed that
The officers are: Mrs. Jack Tal- ect.
just 20 hours. A flight to London pays oft* for everybody.
bott, president; Love Clark, vice
shows how the world is growing
president; Sara Tribble, secretary;
smaller. Our relations with other What Is
CURRENTLY, the
By DOT HURT
Virginia Blackburn,
treasurer.
countries are becoming much the Secret? writer is concluding
more intricate as the globe
New members accepted were Edg
a s t a y of eight
shrinks, and our great need is weeks in Europe. On the itinerCarter, Aldene Porter and
Right now I feel as If I know some real class to your record win
By
ELIZABETH
PENNINGTON
better understanding which will ary are England, Norway, DenPennlngton.
what Dinah Shore means when coUectlon why not get the new Elizabeth
beget wisdom.
The second meeting of the club
mark, Sweden, the Netherlands,
she sings "That'll I Do" and "I Jerome Kern album as presented was
Belgium, Switzerland, and
October 23 at 5 p. m. After
The Fall Retreat will be held
Can't Get Started," but as Perry
For
20
years
I
have
had
a
great
a dinner meeting in the Blue Sunday, November 3, at Pond personal interest in studying the France. The objective is to study
Como says "If I'm Lucky, I'll Get by Al Goodman and his archestra. Room
the members adjourned to Christian Church on the Barnes secret of national prosperity, politioal, economic, social, and reIt Includes such heart-warming
Byi
Room
201
of the S. U. B. for the Mill Road. It was previously an- which of course is the sum of ligious conditions in each countunes as The Night Was Made regular business
Did you know that:
session. Love nounced that the retreat would be each individual's prosperity with- try, with a hope of arriving at
For Love, Do I Love You?, The
As a result of her recording of Touch
Clark
was
in
charge
of the pro- October 20, but these plans had to in the nation. This interest was definite and significant concluof Your Hand, and "Twas
sions regarding the secret of in"I'm A Big Girl Now," Betty Not So Long Ago. Maybe you pre- gram which consisted of short be changed.. All who are interested first awakened when in 1825 lob- dividual
and national prosperity.
Barclay is now getting star billing fer some honest-to-goodness love current reading reports on any hi YMCA and YWCA work are served the poverty of China for
asked
to
attend.
It
will
be
an
allsubject
of
interest,
given
by
each
with Sammy Kaye's ork?
the
first
time.
songs so try Rise Stevens' Dearly
If we can be sure why it is that
day'gathering with fun and recreThe King Cole Trio is going out Beloved, Lover Come Back to Me, member.
American wage earners and
More
Than
COUNTRIES
having
ation
in
addition
to
business
meetAt
this
meeting
Juanita
Engas The King Cole Duo rather than .The Man I Love, Lover, I Love
can purchase with their
was elected reporter for the ing. Committees are at work plan- Resources equal resources 'are farmers
try to replace Oscar Moore who Is You or I'm Falling In Love With land
not always equally earnings two times as much food,
ning
the
program
and
the
menu.
club
and
possibilities
for
new
club
Someone. To add a touch of the
shelter, and transportaconfined to a hospital bed?
Religious Emphasis Week will prosperous. That I. an axiom clothing,
members were discussed.
tion as the workers on any other
Dennis Day's first single RCA exoctic, we recommend Andre
most
of
our
people
accept
readily.
begin on this campus Wednesday,
continent can purchase with their
recordings is "You Keep Coming Koatelanetz' Flamingo, Poinclana,
Mrs. Emma Y. Case entertained January 29, and will end Sunday, They have come to know, someBack Like a Song" and "Remem- Song of India, and Lotus Land or the girls of the Freshman class February 2, in the various times subconsciously, that our wages, we shall then 'itiderstand
ber When You Sang 'Oh Promise maybe Elsa's Dream by Helen with a tea In Walnut Hall Wed- churches down town. This year democracy is mixed of more, and the factors we must preserve as
Traubel and the Philharmonic
vital to all of us in our period of
Me'?"
nesday, October 23, from four un- all clubs and organizations on the perhaps finer, ingredients than reconstruction.
Symphony Orchestra.
reports of Rational reSpike Jones' recent appearance
til six o'clock. The members of campus will be asked to co-spon- statistical
(
I have It by way of the grape- the Prota Decca Sorority were the sor Religious Emphasis Week. In sources will show.
at New York's Strand Theatre
For awhile, I would like to be
that if you'd really like to guests of honor.
this manner the Y's hope to have
was marked with precedent shat- vine
Surely, what makes one nation your European observer, for it is
hear
the
latest,
the
best,
(and
the
Vocal selections were rendered very successful and beneficial pro- happy, peaceful, wealthy, need my conviction that some importering events all along the line. most) you'd be wise to contact
not make another nation trouble- tant lessons can be pointed up by
Rachmaninoff's Prelude In C Bob Rush or perhaps Buddy by Betty Perraut, Emily Richards grams.
The YWCA will begin its work some and ripe for revolution from studying our continental neighMinor has been recorded by the Gumm. Don't know whether they and Carrie Lee Jones.
Those assisting were Anne with a large cabmet this year.' within. Truly, there are many bors. Ours is a great economy.
duo-pianists
Whltteemene
and are selfish with their knowledge
Cochran, Nina Sue Hern- The following girls will serve as ingredients in the recipe for na- If we in America can have
Lowe, also by Al Goodman and or their collection (haven't gone Reiley
don, Betsy Tandy and Martha Lee cabinet members: Judy Watkins, tional well-being.
enough foresight to cooperate for
Freddy Martin?
into the matter) but there's an List
Margaret Graham, Norma Richthe sake of production, our land
Look magazine states that outside possibility they might be
Today,
when
the
popular
catchards, Gladys Rice, Joyce Broyles,
can long remain the land of freeLouis Armstrong Is the top hot willing to enlighten you.
A club reporter Is an integral Mary Langan, Anne eRlley Coch- word, even internationally, is dom and plenty.
trumpet man around today?
"security,"
we
know
that
one
of
Campus favorites (as Indicated part of any active club and your ran, Emogene Austin, Glenna j
Charlie Spivak's parents had a by the slugs in the juke box) seem club activities will be more ef- Frlsby, Nancy Ransdell, Lula the most valued ingredients is
Beginning next week, this
medical career all mapped out for to be Who Do You Love, I Hope; ficiently taken care of when you Thurman, Nina Kalb, Mildred j prosperity. If people everywhere column will survey postwar Enghim, but the lad had different It's Only a Shanty; Rika Tika elect that reporter! See that your Langan, Peggy McGulre, Eliza- could understand and achieve the land, and will then proceed with
Jack; September; Night and Day, club is represented by a loyal re- beth Pennlngton and Ruby Mon-1 conditions necessary for prosper- some significant observations of
ideas.
tty, rrety hoae .neighbor and continental nation*.
if you're Interested In adding and One More Tomorrow.
porter!

Extra-Curricular

In Europe

Rhythm Ripples

The "Y's"

EASTERN PROGRESS

Saturday, November 2,1946
ALUMNI NEWS
Meetings of Eastern clubs in the
northern Kentucky and eastern
Kentucky areas will be held November 8 in Newport and in Ashland, it has been announced by Superintendent Russell Bridges, Ft.
Thomas, president of the Northern
Kentucky Eastern Club, and Miss
Lois Stringfellow, Ashland, president of the Eastern Club of eastern Kentucky. Beth the N.K.E.A.
and the E.K.E.A. will meet on November 8.
' Northern Kentucky Meeting
Alumni and former students are
invited to attend the luncheon
meeting of the Eastern Club at
12:00 o'clock Friday, November 8,
at St. Paul's Evangelical Church,
24 East Eighth St, in Newport,
Kentucky. An interesting program
has been arranged by Mr. Bridges.
Several members, of the college
faculty are planning to attend.
Reservations may be made through
any of the officers: Miss Madeline
Cm-man, vice president, 6 Floral
COTrt, Ft. Mitchell, who teaches
in the Woodfield School, Ft.
Thomas; Mrs. Mary Dawn Walling, secretary-treasurer, 1718 Euclid Ave., Covington, phone Hemick
8020, or Supt. Bridges, Ft. Thomas.

SOCIETY
MISS DUHAMEL WEDS
ROBERT LAMAR STREET
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
B. Street and family of Loyal],
will be Interested In the wedding
of Mr. Street's son, EM 2/c Robert Lamar Street, U.S.N.
Miss Theresa L. Duhamel,
daughter of Mrs. Loretta Cote of
Fall Rive, Mississippi, became the
bride of Electrician Street in a
ceremony performed at 7 o'clock
June IB, in the Quarry Street
Church with the Rev. Leroy E.
Bauman, pastor, reading the vows.
Electrician Street is a graduate
of Loyall High School and attended Eastern State Teachers
College prior to his entrance in
the Navy in 1943. He served 16
months in the Pacific Theater ana
re-enlisted in January of this
year.

SMITH-PORTER
■ •
NUPTIALS HELD
The First Baptist Church in
Burlington, Kentucky, was the
scene Saturday evening, August
24, at 7 o'clock of the marriage
of Miss Mary Bell Smith, younger
daughter of the Reverend William
N. Smith and Mrs. Smith of Walton Heights. Burlington, to Mr.
Marvin R. Porter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Porter, also of Burlington.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by the bride's father
who is pastor of the Burlington
church.
Saturday's bridegroom only recently returned to civilian life
after serving for three years in
the Army Air Force. Before his
military career, he was a student
in the pre-dental department at
Eastern State Teachers College.

Mrs. Hembree is employed with
Denny Insurance Agency in Rich- MISS ERNESTINE MILES
mond and their son, George Hunt, BRIDE OF JOHN COWDEN
The wedding of Miss Ernestine
is a student at Model high school.
Miles, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. Glover
Dr. Harold Glover, member of J. M. Miles of Lexington, Kenthe biology department faculty tucky, and Mr. John E. Cowden,
two and a half years before enter- son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cowing the service in February, 1943, den of Loyall, was solemnized SatEastern Kentucky Meeting
recently took his life at the home urday, March 9, at 4 o'clock in
Miss Lois Stringfellow, president of his father in Belleview, Illinois. the parsonage of the Park Metha dinner meeting for Eastern alum- Dr. Glover had been in ill health odist Church, Lexington, Kenof the Eastern Club, has arranged for some time. He taught at Aus- tucky, with the Rev. R. R. Patton,
nl and former students to be held tin Peay College, Clarksville, performing the double ring cerein the ballroom of the Henry Clay Tenn., was employed with TV A, mony.
Hotel In Ashland on Friday, No- and was a member of the faculty
Mrs. Cowden is a graduate of
vember 8, at 5:45 p. m. E.S.T. of Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, Pleasureville High School. She atTickets to the dinner will be $1.50 Cookesville, Tenn., after leaving tended the University of Kenand will be on sale at the Henry the service in 1944.
tucky and was graduated from
Clay all day Friday. The women's Weddings
the- Good
Samaritan Nurses
glee club from the college will sing
The marriage of Miss Mary Jane School, Lexington.
on the Friday evening program of Diamond, '41, daughter of the late
Mr. Cowden is a graduate of
the E.K.E.A. and members of the Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Diamond Loyall High Schol and attended
group will present a program at and niece of Mrs. John E. Roberts the University of Kentucky and
the dinner alumni meeting also. of Georgetown, to Donald M. Ros- Eastern State Teachers College.
President W. F. CDonnell, Mrs. er, son of J. H. Roser and the late He was recently discharged from
Robert Seevers, director of the glee Mrs. Roser of Lexington, was sol- the Marine Air Corps after three
club, Miss Mary F. McKinney, act- emnized at 4:30 o'clock Saturday years duty, nineteen months of
ing alumni secretary, and other afternoon, October 12, at the Bap- which were spent in the Pacific
members of the faculty will be tist Church in Midway.
Theater.
present. Miss Georgia Manley, of
The Rev. Austin Roberts, pastor
Ashland, is assisting in arrange- of the church, officiated. Mrs. McKENZIE-GALBRAITH
ments for the meeting.
Roberts and Miss Betty Wheeler WEDDING IN'ST. LOUIS
presented a program of nuptial
Mr. and Mrs. Amos McKenzie
Faculty Who Were
music. The bride was given In of Little Rock, Bourbon county,
In Military Service
marriage by her uncle, J. E. Rob- announce the marriage of their
Dr. Jack Allen, '35, is teaching erts, and Miss Veda Cornn, '41, of daughter, Nattie, to John F. GalIn the history department at Pea- Plneville, was her only attendant. braith of SeatUe, Wash.
body College, Nashville, Tenn. He Herbert Pemberton, of Lexington,
The wedding was solemnized
served in the Navy from Septem- served as best man.
Monday, July 1, by the Reverend
ber, 1942, until December, 1945,
Following the wedding, a recep- Hampton Adams, pastor of the
and returned to Eastern to teach tion was held at "Curview," the Union Church in St. Louis, Mo.
In 1945-46. He went to Peabody home of the bride's aunt near
The bride attended Georgetown
in September of this year. Mrs. Georgetown. The couple left for College and Eastern State TeachAllen and their small son are with a wedding trip to the Smoky Moun- ers College
majoring in public
him.
tains and Washington, D. C, after school music.
Sam C. Beckley, '35, Is assistant which they will make their home
Mr. Galbraith, a former captain
chief of the Contact Division, Vet- temporarily with the bridegroom's and pilot in the Seventh Air Farce
erans Administration, Columbus, father in Lexington.
attended the University of MaryOhio. He served in the Army Air
The bride graduated from Mid- land and is continuing his studies
Corps from June, 1942, to February way high school and received her at the University of Washington,
1948. Before entering the service degree from Eastern in 1941. She where he is working toward a
he was for seven years alumni sec- aerved in the WAVES nearly two degree in architecture.
retary and assistant director of years and was stationed in New
The couple spent a short time
extension at Eastern. Mr. and York City most of the time. The in St. Louis before leaving for the
Mrs. Beckley (Elizabeth Robert- bridegroom is a graduate of Bryan Olympic Peninsula and British Coson, '38) and their daughter, Alice Station high school and attended lumbia.
Catherine, two years old, recently the University of Kentucky. He
moved into their new home at 1615 served four years with the U. S. FORMER STUDENT HONORED
Hess Blvd., Columbus.
Marine Corps.
Mrs. Francis M Pennington,
Dr. J. Dorland Coates, '27, re1901 Carter Avenue, former Ashturned to his work as principal of Walker-Smith
teacher, was Installed
The marriage of Miss Doris Wal- land school
Model high school at Eastern in
as governor of the Eighth
November, 1945, after serving In ker, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Tuesday
District, Kentucky Federation of
the Army Air Corps two and a half Samuel Walker, of Richmond, and
Clubs.
years. Dr. arid Mrs. Coates live at Carl Kenneth Smith, of Richmond, Women's
She is a graduate of Oxford
244 Sunset Ave., Richmond. He was solemnized at 2:30 Sunday af- College,
Oxford, Ohio, and attendhas been on the Eastern faculty ternoon, October 13, at the home ed Eastern
State Teachers Colof the bride's parents. The Rev.
since 1932.
Dord E. Fitz, '37, returned to his E. N. Perry, pastor of the First lege. During the war years she
teaching duties in the art depart- Baptist Church in Richmond, per- was director of "child care" in the
ment at Eastern in September of formed the ceremony. Miss Mary AshlandWBchools. Mrs. Pennington
this year. He entered the service Deuel, '43, of Middlesboro, was is a past president of the Younger
in May, 1945, and served at the maid of honor. Talton Todd, Rich- Woman's Club and has been acconvalescent hospital, Camp Car- mond, served as best man. Miss tive in Girl Scouting, Red Cross
son, Colo,, the past year. Mr. and Brown E. Telford presented a pro- and Community Chest campaigns.
Mrs. Fitz (Agnes Edmunds, '38) gram of nuptial music. The bride
and their two children live in the attended Eastern two years. The BULLOCK-LESTER
Mr. and Mrs. George O. Bullock
Veterans' Village on the campus. bridegroom also attended Eastern
Max H. Houtchens, member of two years and was employed at the of Somerset, Route 1, announces
the commerce faculty at Eastern Blue Grass Ordnance Depot before
until he entered the Army Air entering the service in May, 1943.
Corps in June, 1942, accepted a He served overseas with the Maposition at the University of Den- rine Corps and returned to his
ver as coordinator for the air work at B.G.O.D. early in 1946.
training program. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Smith has been employed at
Houtchens have recently adopted the ordnance depot the past four
a son, who is now about six weeks years.
old. They live ftt 2040 S. York
Foley-Souell
St., Denver.
The marriage of Miss Dorothy
Dr. A. D. Hummel, head of the
physics department, served a year Fern Foley, of Richmond, to John
in the Navy and returned to his Wilson Sowell, Jr., of Paigesville,
S. C, was solemnized Friday evework at Eastern in 1945.
Dr. Emerson D .Jenkins, mem- ning, October 11, at 8:00 o'clock
ber of the mathematics faculty, re- at the home of the bride's aunt,
turned to his work here in Septem- Miss Opal Broughton, near Richber after serving in the Navy mond. Dr. Frank N. Tinder, pastor of the First Christian Church,
nearly three years.
R. R. Richards, '29, served in the officiated. Music was furnished by
Army Air Corps from May, 1942, Miss Rachel Powell Tipton and
until September, 1945, when he Miss Louise Henry of Newport.
returned to his work in the com- Mrs. Wilson Broaddus Moberly
(Ann Foley, '37) was matron of
merce department at Eastern.
Dr. Dean W. Rumbold, member honor.
The bride was a sophomore at
of the biology department on leave
of absence since entering the Navy Eastern in 1941-42 and served in
in November, 1942, recently re- the WAVES two years. She is emsigned his position at Eastern to ployed as a supervisor in the Mall
accept a position In Washington, and Records department at the
D. C, and has moved his family Blue Grass Ordnance Depot. Mr.
there. He has been stationed In Sowell has been in the service and
at present attending Eastern.
Washington with the Navy Depart- Is
Junior Alumni
ment for the past year.
A daughter, Eddie Belle, their
.Thomas J. Stone, member of the
music department faculty, is on first child, born to Mr. and Mrs.
leave of absence and is a graduate A. Vincent Sheriff of Covington
BASIC BLACK crops up
student and member of the facul- on Thursday, October 17. Mrs.
again this year — more
ty of the College of Music in Cin- Sheriff is the former Miss Elizawanted, more liked than
beth
Hall,
'39.
cinnati. He served with the Army
A
daughter,
Alison
Jane,
born
ever.
Come see our showAir Corps from June, 1942, until
, case filled with simple,
December, 1945, and was in the to Mr. andMrs. Leland Royce Boyd,
Pacific with a fighter squadron on August 2. Mrs. Boyd is the
entrancing black beauties
two years. Mr. and Mrs. Stone former Miss Jacqueline Yavecchla,
—each one distinctively
'43.
Mr.
Boyd,
'42,
is
physicist
for
(Joy Bailey) are living In Cincinstyled so right for every
the Naval Laboratory in Washingnati temporarily.
ton. Their address is 1624 Keniloccasion.
In Jr.
and
worth Ave., N.E., Washington, D.
Mr. Hembree
Misses' sizes.
George N. Hembree, who served C.
A son, born Sunday, October 20,
as a major with the medical battalion of the National Guard from at the Good Samaritan Hospital In
Richmond, was killed when hit by Lexington to Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
a truck May, 16, 1945, as he start- Faust. The name J. Willis Gayle
ed to board -a plane at Amarillo has been chosen. Mrs. Faust is
Army Air Field, Texas, on his way the former Miss Ula Fike, '34,
home from the Pacific. Burial was daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
in Richmond cemetery May 21. P. C Fike ol Waoo.

BLACK BEAUTIES

$8.30

UNITED

DEPT. STORE

the marriage of their daughter,
Miss Norma Bullock to Mr. Edwin
S. Lester, - son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Lester pf Science Hill.
The wedding was solemnized
Thursday afternoon, September
19, at 3 o'clock in the First Baptist Church, with t>r. Preston L.
Ramsey officiating.
The bride is a graduate of Shopville High School and attended
Eastern State Teachers College.
She is the society editor of the
Somerset Commonwealth.
The
groom attended Science Hill High
School and was. discharged from
the Army Medical Corps last November. He is employed by the
Jasper
Produce Company in
Science Hill.
RACHEL JOHNSON AND
WALLACE BINDER WED
IN AFTERNOON CEREMONY
Carrying the wedding handkerchief of her mother, Miss Rachel
Jeannette Johnson, daughter of
Mrs. Curtis D. Johnson, of Vincennes, Indiana, was married to
Wallace Byron Binder, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Byron O. Binder, 201 W.
Lincoln Avenue, in a late afternoon ceremony at the Gary Memorial Church by Dr. Warren N.
Clark.
The bride is a graduate of Eastern State Teachers College and
is employed in the . editorial department of the Commerce Clearing House. Inc., of Chicago. The
groom is a student at the University of Illinois. He is a member
of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
COX-MORRIS
Miss Georgia Mae Cox, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Cox
of Neon, and Sgt. James E. Morris, son of Mrs. Alberta Durbin,
were married at a o'clock Sunday
at the First Methodist Church,
Irvine, Kentucky, by Rev. Robert
Hart.
The bride has been attending
Berea College and Sergeant Morris attended Eastern Teachers
College. He is now stationed with
the ROTC at Fort Knox.
After a short wedding trip the
couple will reside at Fort Konx.

Pafce Three

VOX VETERANI
By ALLAN WHITE
A rather vague phase of vaudeville moved into town last week,
caught Eastern off-balance and
gave the locals something to talk
about for several days. For those
of you that do not know, the
veterans show labeled the "Pep
Parade" (they didn't pick that
title; they shucked It), was presented in affiliation With the Empire Producing Company of Kansas City.
The affair was scheduled last
spring when an agent of the company stopped on the campus during a tour of this section of the
country to sponsor such a show
for colleges and civic organizations. With only one week rehearsal, the boys threw together a
kind of program never before
equaled at Eastern. You can take
that any way you care to. And
since then several of the artists,
Bubbles Bell, Mable Meera, GooGoo Gumm and Toots Dorer have
been offered tempting propositions
with a Cincinnati vaudeville house
located at 12th and Vine streets
in that city.
Dr. Ki-nnani<T And World Peace
At the regular meeting- of the
Eastern Veterans Club on October
22, the members flocked to hear
the address of Mr. Kennamer, of
the Geography and Geology Kennamers, who chose as his subject,

"The Bible of Democracy." The
usually nonchalant professor
showed his more serious nature
with a plea to the veterans to Bit
up and take notice of this messed
up world in which we live. A plea
for world peace which we thought
we had attained, but shall lose
entirely in the near future.
This Bible of Democracy, as he
suggested, should be of selected
documents and to include such
writings as Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address, the Declaration of Independence, and our national constitution. From a sincere study of
such a concentration of democracy, the figureheads of this same
messed up world might conceive a
satisfactory solution to a far off
world peace.
Bowling Green Confab
The campus of Western State
Teachers College at Bawling
Green, Ky., was the scene of a
statewide conference last weekend
for Kentucky college veterans.
Similar to the meeting held at the
spring, the veterans congregated
to iron out problems and plan
future patterns for work to be
carried out by the state college
organization.
Eastern was represented by
Paul Bunton, past president of our
own club, and Bill Barnett, who
now holds the presidency.
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On Your Way to Town

South Second St.

THE SAME QUALITIES
THAT MAKE CAMPUS QUEEN
ARE FOUND IN OUR PORTRAITS;
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You Saw It
In the Pages of
Your Favorite Magazine, '
"SEVENTEEN"
NOW .
This "Super"
JUNIOR-LANE SH0RTIE
Is Here In Town,
Beady for YOU!
Here's the dreamy coat that's winning
top place across the country!
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"gangway" sleeves with decorative tabs
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EASTERN PROGRESS

BUY A FOOTBALL
PROGRAM
AT THE GAME

Yea,
Maroons!

Saturday, November 2,1946

SPORTS

Beat the
Eagles!

BRING THAT
"HAWG RIFLE"
BACK TQ EASTERN

Maroons' K. I. A. C. Title Drive Starts
Maroon-U. of L. Game is
Dedicated to Bert Smith
The senior athletes have requested that the University of Louisville
game be in memory of their friend,
Bert Smith, and the jersey he
wore—number 28.
Bert, who left Eastern in '41 to
join the Air Corps, Is the only
Eastern athlete killed In the war
who would have been eligible to
. play in the University of Louisville
game had he returned.
Bert, the greatest athlete In the
Maroon's long history of sports,
holds the honor of being the only
4 letter man Eastern has ever had.
He lettered in football, basketball,
baseball and track during the
three years he played for the Maroons.
He was chosen unanimously as
AU-KIAC halfback in football, as
well as being placed on the Little
All-American Squad in 1940. His
ability on the diamond, either as
catcher or pitcher, brought him
numerous big league baseball offers, but he chose to remain with
the school he loved.
His performance on the hardwood as a guard brought him high
acclaim and his speed on the track
team brought him top honors in
the state meet.
To all who knew him and loved
him, Bert was the athlete of perfection and his modesty and de-

MAROONS TIP
VALPARAISO
The Maroons of Rome Rankin
scored twice in the second quarter
and held off a determined fourth
quarter drive of the Invaders
from Valparaiso University Saturday to win 12-7.
Saturday's win pushed the Eastern team to the .600 mark as
they now have won three and lost
three, with the remaining games
on their schedule all KIAC foes.
Eastern kicked off to the Crusaders 10 where it was returned
to the 24. Two plays later the
Indiana team had* a first down
on their own 36 and in three
plays gained a net of five yards
and were forced to kick. The ball
went out of bounds on the Eastern 46 from which point they
drove to the Valparaiso 22 where
they lost the ball on downs. The
Crusaders took over and drove to
the Maroon 39 where Laposki intercepted a pass to stop the
threat.
The Maroons began to roll as
the second quarter got under way
when Paul Moore took a Crusader
punt on his own 20 and returned
to the Valparaiso 48. Moore hit
for 3 yards and then Casey Nowakowski heaved a 35-yard pass to
Moore for a first down on the
Valparaiso 13. Nonnemacker advanced the ball 3 yards and Benedett in three plays took the ball
to the one where it was first and
goal to go. Benedett hit left tackle
to give the Maroons their first
score of the game. Nowakowski's
attempted conversion was wide."
The Maroons struck again midway of the second canto when
Nonnemacker returned a Valparaiso punt from his own 45 to the
Crusader 42. Nonnemacker went
back and tossed a long one to
Bahlman who let the ball slip out
of his hand. A Valparaiso man
deflected the ball into the air and
Bahlman took the oval and with
the Valparaiso man hanging on
moved the ball across the goal
line. Nowakowski's second attempt was bad to give the Maroons a 12-0 lead.
Come Back Strong
In the second half Eastern came
back strong after taking the Crusaders kick on their own 10 and
returned it to their 31. Casey
Nowakowski went for 6, Nonnemacker lost 1 and Becker went
through for. 7 to give the Maroons a first down on their own
44. Nonnemacker clipped of 12

pendability will always place him
as the typical American boy from
a small southern Ohio town. His
modesty and sincerity charmed all
of his associates and class mates.
After the University of Louisville game, jersey number 28 will
never be used again on the Eastern gridiron and will be placed
next to the many trophies that
Bert helped to win for his school.
Saturday, Nov. 9, tha University
of Louisville will bring a strong
team to Hanger Stadium, a team
that has been defeated only once
this year and that defeat coming
at the hands of the Western "Hilltoppers" by the clase score of 20
to 19.
The Louisville Cardinals will be
out to avenge the Maroons for
their last two meetings in the field
of sports. The Rankinmen defeated the University of Louisville in
basketball 60-49 and pulled the
trick again in the final game of
the KIAC tournament, 66-51.
The mighty Maroons have not
met the Cardinals on the gridiron
since 1937 with the game ending
in a 6-6 tie. In 1936 Eastern came
out on top 9-7.
On Saturday, November 2, the
Maroons will go out on the field
in Hanger Stadium and try their
best to win for Bert Smith, A True
Athlete.
more to give the Maroons a first
down on the Indiana team's 44.
A pass from Heucke to Nonnemacker was good for 7 and then
Becker went for 6 more to give
the Maroons another first down
on the Valparaiso 30. Runs by
Becker and Nowakowski moved
the ball to the Crusaders 18 and
another first down. Three plays
later the Eastern team was down
to the 10 where they lost the ball
on downs.
Valparaiso took over and after
advancing a few yards were
forced to kick. Nonnemacker received on his own 45 and returned
to the Valparaiso 46 where he
fumbled and the Crusaders recovered. On the first play from scrimmage Bernard Tetek shot a short
one to Harry Hines next to the
sidelines who shot down the sidelines to give Valparaiso their only
score of the game. Muckler converted to make the score read
Eastern 12, Valparaiso 7.
Valparaiso threatened to take
the game away from the Maroons
in the fourth quarter when they
recovered a Maroon fumble on the
Eastern 29. In three plays they
were at the Eastern 14 and a
first down. Eastern held and took
over on their own 11 and after
being stopped by the Valparaiso
forward' wall punted to the Valparaiso 35. Hanak took the oval
and .went through the Maroon
team to the 19 where the safety
man pulled him down. A Valparaiso fumble proved costly to
the invaders as the Maroons recovered and were never threatened
seriously again for the remainder
of the game.

SEVEN SENIORS PLAY LAST
HOME GAME ON NO V. 9

WALTER HEUCKE
Eastern Kentucky

IVAN MAOOARD
Eastern Kentucky
CO-CAPTAINS

"Hawg Rifle" Tilt Today
The annual battle of the two
KIAC elevens for the possession
of a memento of gridiron supremacy has both colleges keyed up
for the clash. Morehead has had
possession of the Hawg Rifle
President W. F. OTJonnell of since '42 when football was discontinued at the institutions due
Eastern announced today that to outbreak of war. The winner
Paul McBrayer, of Lexington, has of this traditional encounter gains
been named basketball roach at charge of this hard fought for,
sought keepsake until the
Eastern and that Mr. McBrayer hard
next season's tussle.
will assume his duties this afterTo imagine that two strong
noon. Borne Rankin, coach of both teams like the Maroons and the
basketball and football during the Eagles would fight until the last
is sacrificed is to belast eleven years, will continue as waterboy
lieve in the intense ferociousness
football coach and associate pro- of this rivalry. Possession may be
fessor of physical education for nine-tenths of the law but the
Eastern's 700 men.
Although Maroon aggregation is sending 33
lawyers and a Supreme Court
Coach Bankln's basketball teams Judge to claim the greatest rifle
have attained outstanding success in Kentucky. The Eagles' wings
and his 1948 team won the cham- must and will be clipped!
pionship of the K.I.A.O. and the anThe Eastern Maroons have
nual tournament, he has for a long never realized the potential power
time wished to be relieved of the they have had. Injury after injury
responsibility for coaching this has kept the Rankln-coached club
sport. Heretofore, in addition to from the prime effectiveness forehis teaching duties, he has had to casted in the pre-season drills.
coach football In the afternoon and Time after time these injuries
basketball at night In order to get have plagued the Maroons at a
his basketball team ready for the time when they seemed ready to
games which are scheduled to be roll. Since the opening game such
played Immediately after the close stellar performers as Bob Goosens
of the football season.
Mark Lohr, Bill Benedett, Ted
Paul McBrayer was assistant Benedett, Lefty Norman, Al Clark
coach of basketball at the Univers- and Paul Wright have been releity of Kentucky for nine years gated to the sidelines. Now on the
prior to the fall of 1943 when he eve of the battle we find injured
entered military service. He was Ted Benedett, all-KIAC back.
a member of the Kentucky team There is not one doubt that Ted,
from 1926 to 1930 and was captain who displayed his old pre-war
ef the team during his senior year power and form, will be sadly
at the University. He was select- missed. Paul Moore, who has cared as all-southern guard in 19S0. ried hopes of the Maroon and
He has a reputation of being one White for a successful campaign,
of the best basketball coaches In is now a doubtful starter because
the state and has a wide acquaint- of a twisted knee.
ance among the school officials of
When the sound of the kickKentucky.
off whistle is swallowed by the
mighty roar of the stands, both
teams will realize that no longer
is it a game in the season but
rather the game of the season.
Heated rivals such as the Maroons and Eagles have only contempt for past records, forms,
The Life Saving class, which and present predictions for they
meets every Tuesday and Thursday know that the game must be won
night at 8:00 is getting off to a on the field.
good start. The 24 that are enrolled are: Jack Kerley, Bob Gunning,
Dorothy Jansen, Jule Miller, Bill
Allison, Stanley Perry, Carter Still,
Jack Ebert, Charles Short, Lynn
Nickell, Ralph Elliott, Eugene
Camlc, Arthur Brown, Harriett
Rupard, Wanda Schwerin, Howard
Bartlett, Jan Truman, Douglas
Chenault, Robert McHargue, Herman ' Meadows, Virginia Strohmeier, Russell Scalf, L. Moore, and
Roy Robblns.
The course that is being offered
now is the Senior Life Saving
Tea sever dreamed that TRU-ART
course and it is the prerequisite
certified dlomondt were available at
for the Instructors course that will
•MS Sticse. Thoie wko know diobe given in the spring.
etond values will tell vow that TRU.
Attention all women students
ART Quality I* Higher than it> rVke.
and faculty members: the swimMoke H a TROART for your Sweel.
ming pool is open every Tuesday
and Thursday nights from 7:00 to
8:00 for those interested in swimming.
*

McBrayer To Coach
Eastern Net Team,
Assumes Duties Today

Life Saving
Class Meets

HEAVENLY DIAMONDS

TED BENEDETT
Eeaatern Kentucky

00
at a DOWN to EARTH PRICE!

IBV KUEHN
Eastern Kentucky

THE JEWEL BOX
*

James Anderson & Son

First Week Of
Intramurals Is
Rated Success

Eastern concluded its first week
of intramural basketball program
last week. The program was
discontinued because of the lack of
man-power during the war years.
With most of the boys out of uniform now and back in school there
is no lack of man-power at Eastern and 19 teams are entered
Into this year's competition.
During the first week of play
NORMAN DEEB
ten games were played on the
Eastern Kentucky
Health building hardwood courts.
These games are being played in
the afternoon at 4:15, Monday free and there are two games
through Friday. The admission is every afternoon.
This program is being sponsored
by the Veterans' Club, and the
able,Bill Alken has been appointed
to guide the programs. Boys from
the varsity basketball squad are
doing a swell job of refereelng.
The results of the first week of
play are as follows:
Beckham'a Ruptured Ducks 39,
McCreary Morticians 27.
■ ——:——:—1-»
.
.
Sullivan P Wing 55, Beckham
Steers 37.
Miller Rams 14, Sleepers 13.
Maddoxville Maulers 33, Beckham
Race Horses 25.
Beckham Ruptured Ducks 50, Sulv
livan F Wing 26.
*
*
Beckham Bulls 23, Sullivan Four
Flusfiers 38.
Miller Mules 42, Sullivan Circle
Bar Boys 24.
Sullivan Kilroys 22, -Richmond
Regulars 28.
.-Scrubs 23, Frankfort 73.
McCreary Hoppers 41, Sullivan
-—
Four Flusherg 65.

LAMPS — SHADES
LIGHT GLOBES
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE REPAIR
Next Door to Bus Station
BOB GOOSEN
Eastern Kentucky
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